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Audo presents the Rond Bowl by Colin King

Colin King created the Rond Bowl as a “singular 
object to ground and anchor a large surface.” 
Dramatic in scale, the cast concrete design is the 
perfect centerpiece for a large dining or coffee table. 
Its textured, tactile surface features an exaggerated 
lip that creates intriguing depth while displaying 
the perfect curves of the bowl. Equally beautiful as 
a standalone sculpture as it is put to use as a fruit 
bowl or to keep everyday objects to hand, the Rond
Bowl adds the finishing touch to any space.

About the Designer

Professionally trained as a dancer, Colin King found 
himself at the intersection between a dancer’s 
awareness of space and a stylist’s impulse to bring 
it to life before foraying into the realm of product 
design. Currently based in Tribeca, New York City, 
he finds himself in a balance between being on set, 
styling and designing from his studio. Colin has 
styled for major publications such as Architectural 
Digest and T Magazine and hosts a myriad clientele 
within the genres of product and interior design. He 
is continuously inspired by life’s everyday rituals, 
gestures and imperfections – made beautiful by 
their ever-evolving presence within a given space. 
Colin King is the designer behind Interconnect, 
Audo’s monumental candleholder design.
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PRODUCT TYPE
Bowl

ENVIRONMENT
Indoor

DIMENSIONS
Ø: 42 cm / 16,5”
H: 12,5 cm / 4,9”

COLOUR
Brown

MATERIALS
Beech wood
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ABOUT DESIGN HOLDING

designholding.com
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ABOUT AUDO COPENHAGEN

audocph.com

Audo Copenhagen is a luxury source for high-end design
furniture, lighting and accessories reflecting Danish heritage

and a contemporary, global outlook.

The brand actively partners with leading architects and interior
designers from around the world including Norm Architects,

Colin King and Danielle Siggerud and stewards iconic designs
including the timeless Kubus collection by architect Mogens

Lassen, The Tired Man by Flemming Lassen and the
Plinth Collection by Norm Architects.

Design Holding is a global leader in high-end design with a cultural
heritage of European origin, characterised by multi-channel distribution

and diversified product categories. Guided by the purpose ‘We design
for a beautiful life’, the Group designs for the planet, people, and culture.
The Group includes Flos, B&B Italia, Louis Poulsen, Maxalto, Arclinea,

Azucena, FENDI Casa, Lumens and Audo Copenhagen.

Design Holding’s catalogue features iconic objects designed
by world-famous designers such as Achille and Pier Giacomo Castiglioni,
Tobia Scarpa, Luigi Caccia Dominioni, Poul Henningsen, Arne Jacobsen,

Antonio Citterio, Gaetano Pesce, Philippe Starck, Piero Lissoni, Konstantin
Grcic, Jasper Morrison, Patricia Urquiola, Michael Anastassiades
and many others. Design Holding is jointly owned by the global

investment firms Investindustrial and Carlyle.


